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Abstract—This paper presents an approach to detect 

behavioral design patterns from source code using static analysis 

techniques. It depends on the concept of Code Property Graph 

and enriching graph with relationships and properties specific to 

Design Patterns, to simplify the process of Design Pattern 

detection. This approach used NoSQL graph database (Neo4j) 

and uses graph traversal language (Gremlin) for doing graph 

matching. Our approach, converts the tasks of design pattern 

detection to a graph matching task by representing Design 

Patterns in form of graph queries and running it on graph 

database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Software as an artifact is not static. Software is in 
continuous change. During the software lifetime, there are a 
number of sources of change that affects it, e.g., bug fixing, 
new features added, requirements changes or technology 
changes. To make such changes, the assigned developers 
should have a good understanding of the software internals s/he 
is going to change. Typically, a team of developers implements 
applications. Sometimes, the developer who is assigned to 
change the application is not a member of the original 
development team, even if the developer was one of the team, 
it is unlikely that he knows every little detail of the software 
implementation. Here comes the importance of having a 
complete documentation of the software, so all development 
team have required insight of the software. 

The documentation always has many problems. An extreme 
problem is that documentation may be lost, so the developer 
will need to start understanding the software from scratch, 
although this not always the case, the most probable problem 
of documentation is not being synchronized with the 
application. If a developer depends on this outdated 
documentation s/he will get wrong understanding of the 
software at hand, which will be an obstacle for the developer to 
accomplish the task. 

As the documentation goes out of sync, it will be a source 
of problems. If a developer starts from outdated document and 
makes his changes without reflecting changes in the 
documentation continuously, the significance of the 
documentation will diminish over time, eventually the 
documentation will be useless. One reason of such problem is 
that the job of updating documentation is a tedious task for the 
developers. 

A lot of research effort has been done in the field of gaining 
insight of legacy software and knowing the intentions of 
software code. In addition, it is considered one of the important 
reverse engineering research fields. One of the different 
approaches for gaining understanding of legacy software is to 
extract design patterns out of the source code; design patterns 
[1] describe high quality practical solutions to recurring 
programming problems. 

Design patterns are a toolbox of reusable solutions and best 
practices that have been refined over many years to a compact 
format. Design patterns do not describe specific algorithms or 
data structures like linked list or variable length arrays, which 
are traditionally implemented in individual classes. As each 
design pattern has a specific intention, detecting them out of 
source code can lead to understanding the usage of different 
parts of the software, design patterns provide a coherent map 
that leads the developers through the design of the software 
analyzed. 

This document is divided into four sections. In Section II, 
The different approaches used for detecting design patterns are 
presented. In Section III, structural similarities and behavioral 
differences between State design pattern and Strategy design 
pattern are presented. In Section IV, The different techniques 
and frameworks used for doing static analysis to source code 
are presented. In Section V, Our approach for detecting design 
patterns in source code using graph enrichment and static 
analysis techniques is presented. Finally, Section VI, offers the 
conclusions and future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

The architecture design of software highly affects its 
quality. The high quality software follows design patterns. The 
mining of design patterns can be helpful in understanding and 
knowing design decisions in legacy systems  [2]-[5]. 

The design pattern recovery is considered one of the hot 
topics in reverse engineering research field [2], [6], [7]. There 
are many approaches used in literature to recover design 
patterns from source code to facilitate software maintenance  
[8], [9] and program comprehension  [10]-[12]. The techniques 
used in literature can be classified based on two factors  [13], 
the type of analysis and the search methodology. 

A. Analysis Type 

Based on the analysis type, the pattern recovery approaches 
can be classified  [13] into structural analysis, behavioral 
analysis and semantic analysis. 
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Structural analysis  [14] are based on recovering inter-class 
relationships such as class inheritance, association, 
composition, modifiers of classes and methods,  method 
parameters, etc. They focus on recovering structural design 
patterns such as Proxy, Decorator and Adapter, but they 
completely miss the behavioral aspects of design patterns. 

Behavioral analysis  [15] focuses on the execution behavior 
of the program. These approaches are based on dynamic 
analysis, machine learning and static analysis techniques to 
extract behavioral aspects of the pattern. Supplementing 
behavioral analysis by structural analysis techniques helps in 
recovery of identical or weak-structure patterns where 
structural analysis fails. 

Semantic analysis approaches supplements both structural 
and behavioral analysis approaches to reduce the false positive 
rate of recognition of design patterns. The semantic analysis 
approach uses the naming convention of classes and methods 
in recovering different roles inside design patterns. 

B. Searching Techniques 

Based on the searching techniques, the pattern recovery 
approaches can be summarized as follows: 

1) Database queries 
In this approach, the source code is first transformed to an 

intermediate representation such as (ASG, AST, XMI, meta-
data and UML structures etc.) then SQL queries are used to 
extract information from a specific representation. 

2) Constraint Resolver 
The approach [14] used by The PTIDEJ team is a 

multilayered approach, where design motifs are described as 
constraint systems where each role is represented as a variable. 
Relationships among roles are represented as constraints 
among these variables. 

3) XPG formalism and parsing 
This approach  [6] used a technique where SVG (scalable 

vector graphics) format is used as an intermediate 
representation of source code and design patterns are 
represented using a visual language. Patterns are recovered 
using a visual language parsing technique by mapping visual 
language grammar of the patterns with the graph 
representation. The advantages of these approaches are the 
visualization and good precision, but are limited only to 
structural design patterns. 

4) UML structures and matrices techniques 
Metrics techniques [16]-[18] compute program metrics 

such as generalization, aggregation, association, etc. from 
different representations of source code and then a number of 
techniques are used to compare metric values of each design 
pattern definition with source code metrics. These techniques 
are computationally efficient because of search space reduction 
through filtration. 

III. STATE VS STRATEGY DESIGN PATTERNS 

State and Strategy design patterns are two interesting 
patterns, as both of them have the same structure although each 
of them have a different behavior. 

Balanyi and Rudolf  [19] stated that during their process of 
pattern formalization, they found an interesting problem, which 
is that both State and Strategy patterns have identical structure, 
and the differences between them are in motivation and 
intention that they could not formalize. 

Aikaterini et al. [20] proposed a method to automatically 
transform/refactor source code to comply with the Strategy 
design pattern. Their method complements JDeodorant  [21] 
that focuses mainly on the State pattern, by taking into account 
behavioral properties of the Strategy design pattern during 
candidate selection phase. 

Von Detten and Platenius  [22] used dynamic analysis to 
analyze the runtime behavior of the system. First static analysis 
is used to detect the structure of a design pattern, the detected 
classes, methods are annotated, then during the dynamic 
analysis phase the behavior of annotated classes, and methods 
are traced during the software execution. For each pattern 
candidate, a number of traces are generated. A behavioral 
analysis algorithm assess if traces of each pattern candidate 
conform to the corresponding behavioral pattern. If most of the 
traces of a candidate match the behavioral pattern, the 
candidate pattern is accepted and if the most of traces do not 
match then the candidate pattern is rejected. 

Hummel and Burger  [23] mentioned that the class diagram 
of the strategy and state patterns are identical from the class 
diagram perspective. In addition, the main difference between 
them resides in who controls the change of state or strategy. 
The state implementations have control over state changes 
themselves, but for strategy pattern, the client is responsible for 
the changes of the applied strategy. 

Uchiyama et al. [24] used an approach of metrics and 
machine learning technique to detect design patterns. This 
work was interested in distinguishing between State patterns 
from Strategy pattern. They firstly using various metrics and 
their machine learning identify the roles and secondly detect 
patterns as structure of those roles. 

The below class diagram (Fig. 1) shows the structure of the 
Strategy Design Pattern. 

 
Fig. 1. Class diagram of strategy design pattern. 
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A. Structural Characteristics of Strategy Design Pattern 

1) Classes: Client, Context, Strategy, ConcreteStrategy. 

2) Use: Client uses Context 

3) Aggregation: Context aggregates Strategy. 

4) Inheritance: More than one ConcreteStrategy inherits 

Strategy. 

5) Abstract Method: Strategy contains an abstract method. 

6) Method Overriding: ConcreteStrategy(ies) override 

Strategy Abstract Method “algorithm”. 

The below sequence diagram (Fig. 2) show the behavior of 
Strategy pattern: 

 
Fig. 2. Sequence diagram of strategy design pattern. 

B. Behavioral Characteristics of Strategy Design Pattern 

1) Call A: A call from "Client” to “Context”, to set the 

required strategy. 

2) Object Creation: “Context” created 

“ConcreteStrategy”, based on value sent by “Context”. 

3) Call B: A call from “Context” to the abstract method 

implementation in “ConcreteStrategy”. 

4) Call C: A call from "Client” to “Context”, to start 

execution. 

5) Call D: A call from "Context” to “ConcreteStrategy”, 

to perform the algorithm. 

IV. TECHNIQUES AND FRAMEWORKS 

Static analysis  [25] is the most frequently used approach 
for code analysis, dynamic analysis needs that the source code 
to be runnable; however, static analysis can be used for 
incomplete source code. 

A number of techniques are used for doing static analysis 
for source code. Next, a number of most common static 
analysis techniques are presented. 

A. Techniques 

1) Call Graph 
Gall Graph  [26] represents the possible callers at each call 

site in each function.  Call Graph is a directed that represents 
the relationships between the program’s functions. There is a 
wide range of algorithms for call graph construction  [26], e.g. 
RTA, 0-CFA and SCS. 

2) Control Flow Graph 
Control flow  [27] graph, is a directed graph where nodes 

represent program statements, and edges represent flow paths 
from one program statements to another. 

Constructing CFG can be for source code or byte codes, for 
example JavaPDG [28], constructed the Control Flow Graph 
from byte code using the following steps: 

a) Get all instructions/statements of the method. 

b) Create a node that represent method entry. 

c) Make a link between entry node and first 

instruction/statement. 

d) Create a node that represent method exit. 

e) Get reference to last instruction/statement. 

f) Make a link between last instruction and method exit 

node, if last instruction/statement is not "Return". 

g) Make a reference to previous and current instruction 

and Loop all instructions. 

h) If previous instruction type is not ("CP" or "JU" or 

"Return"), make link between pre and cur instructions. 

i) If current instruction type is ("CP" or "JU"), make a 

link between cur instruction and all jump labels. 

j) If current instruction of type "Return", make a link 

between cur instruction and method exit node. 

3) Dominator Tree 
A dominator tree  [29] is a graph          , Where V is 

the set of vertices, E is the set of edges and r is the root node of 
the graph. Every node except root node in the graph has a 
unique immediate dominator. If two nodes “v” and “w” in the 
dominator tree, and “v” is the ancestor of “w”, then “v” 
dominates “w”. Node “v” dominates “w” if all paths from the 
entry node to “w” contains “v”. In addition, “w” post-
dominates “v” if all paths from “v” to exit node contains “w”. 

The dominator tree is computed from Control Flow Graph.  
By having CFG and DT, control dependence graph can be 
derived. 

4) Control Dependence Graph 
Control Dependence Graph  [30] is a merge between 

Control Flow Graph and Dominator Tree, It can be defined as a 
directed graph “G”, it has two unique entries, entry node 
“START” and exit node “STOP”. For any node “N” there 
exists a path from “START” to “N” and from “N” to “STOP”. 
So, node “Y” control dependent on “X” iff: 

 There is a directed path “P” from “X” to “Y”, which 
contains node “Z”, where “Y” post-dominate “Z”. 

 “Y” doesn’t post-dominate “X”. 

 Node “V” is post-dominated by “W”, if every directed 
path from “V” to “STOP” contains “W”. 

5) Data Dependence Graph 
A data dependence graph (DDG) for every method is 

calculated by tracking data flows on its CFG. A definition-use 
chain, i.e., one instruction assigns a value to an abstract 
variable, usually represents a data flow and the other 
instruction uses the value. Reaching-definition and upward-
exposed-uses analyses are conducted following the steps: 

Analyze the effect of each instruction in terms of its 
variable definition and use sets. 
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Iteratively propagate the information over the CFG; 

During each iteration, inspect whether there is any 
unknown definer/assigner of the variable(s) used in each 
instruction, and update its information sets accordingly. 

Once the information propagation ends (no changes are 
found), the data dependences between instructions is calculated 
by the definition-use chain analysis. 

6) Program Dependence Graph 
A PDG [30] is defined as a labeled, directed graph that 

maps out control dependences and data dependences between 
elements in a program. 

7) System Dependence Graph 
A system dependence graph (SDG) [31] is a generalization 

of PDG and contains one procedure dependence graph (pDG) 
for each method. 

8) Code Property Graph 
A single representation alone to represent the source code 

in insufficient. Fabian et al. [32] combines three 
representations into a unified data structure. In [32], author 
introduced a new concept of Code Property Graph which 
models ASTs, CFGs and PDGs as property graphs. 

Fabian et al. [32]  showed that common types of 
vulnerabilities can be modeled as a traversal of code property 
graph, also by importing code property graph into a graph 
database, makes traversals can be executed efficiently  on large 
code base. 

A code property graph is a property graph             
constructed from AST, CFG and PDF of source code: 

     , 

           , 

            And 

        , 

B. Frameworks 

Here, a number of frameworks that provides 
implementations, for different static analysis techniques, first 
works on binary level, and the second works on source code 
level. 

1) JavaPDG 
JavaPDG [28] implements static dependence analysis for 

Java Virtual Machine (JVM) bytecode. The tool parses the 
bytecode of a Java program, computes the SDG and related 
graphs, and stores the data for each program in a database. 
JavaPDG includes tools for visualizing the graphs it produces 
and for exporting the data in the JSON format. Additionally, 
users are able to query the output using SQL by utilizing 
Apache Derby. The analysis process takes as input the 
compiled class files of a Java program, and yields a SDG and 
related graphs as the final output. 

The steps for building SDG are as follows: 

a) Preprocessing 

In the SDG, one PDG vertex represents each instruction. 
Artificial entry and exit vertices for every method are added to 
the graph to represent the start and end of the method, 
respectively. A vertex is added for every call-site as its actual-
output parameter if the callee method has any return value. 

b) Inter-procedural Analysis 

An SDG is a collection of interconnected pDGs, each of 
which is composed of the CDG and DDG for a method. The 
static call graph of a program is used to investigate 
communications between methods. Based on the call graph, 
three types of inter-procedural control and data dependences 
are computed. 

The output SDG is a labeled, directed graph consisting of 
multiple PDGs. Besides the SDG, JavaPDG outputs some 
additional information, including: 

 Static structure of a program that describes classes, 
fields, methods, and relationships among them. 

 Variable information that contains the name, type and 
scope of every class field, object field and local variable 
(including formal input parameter). 

 Control flow graphs and dominance trees that are 
constructed during dependence analysis and share the 
same vertices as in the SDG. 

 A static call graph whose vertices correspond to Java 
methods and whose edges represent potential caller-
callee relationships indicated in the program. 

2) Joern 
Joern [33] is a platform for robust analysis of C/C++ code. 

It generates code property graphs; code property graph [32] 
consists of code’s syntax, control-flow, data-flow and type 
information. These graphs are then stored in Neo4J database. 
By this, it is possible to do code mining through running search 
queries formulated in the graph traversal language Gremlin. 

Joern platform [33]  consists of three components joern(-
core), python-joern and joern-tools. Joern(-core) is the main 
component, it takes the source code and parses it, creates a 
code property graphs [32] and finally, import the graphs into 
Neo4j database. Python-joern is a python interface to Joern 
database. It provides a number of utilities for the common 
operations of traversing code property graphs. Joern-tools is a 
collection of command line tools that makes using python-
joern utilities possible form the shell. 

3) Gremlin 
Gremlin  [34] is the graph traversal language of Apache 

TinkerPop. Gremlin is a functional, data-flow language that 
enables users to succinctly express complex traversals on (or 
queries of) their application's property graph. 

Gremlin recently appeared in a number of works such as 
Model-to-Model transformation [35], modeling and 
discovering vulnerabilities in source code  [32]. 

V. APPROACH 

In our approach, detecting behavioral design patterns from 
source code using static analysis techniques is chosen. Program 
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Dependence Analysis, Control Dependence Analysis and Data 
Dependence Analysis are applied on source code to be able to 
capture the behavioral characteristics of design patterns. 

In our approach, The detection problem is represented as a 
graph matching problem, the source code graphs is stored in a 
graph database e.g. Neo4j, and the design pattern features are 
extracted by running graph matching queries against the 
database where the source code graphs are saved. 

In our approach, Joern platform [33] is used to analyze the 
source code and save the analyzed source code in graph 
database. 

Joern platform is designed mainly for the detection of 
vulnerabilities in code. Therefore, Joern is mainly interested in 
C++ code at functions level and not interested in Object 
Oriented interactions between classes. 

As inheritance between classes forms an important 
information that is required during the process of detecting 
design patterns, a minor change to Joern platform is made to 
store the parent class of each class during the parsing step of 
the analysis process. 

The following figure (Fig. 3) shows a high-level view of 
the steps of our approach: 

 

Fig. 3. Approach steps. 

The steps of our approach is as follows: 

1) Load Source Code 

2) Generate Code Property Graphs [32] of the source code 

under investigation 

3) Insert the Code Property Graph into a graph database. 

4) Enrich Generated Code Property Graph with properties 

and relations between nodes to simplify the graph matching 

steps. 

5) Decide the design pattern(s) to detect. 

6) Load the list of features (structural and behavioral) that 

represent the design pattern. 

7) Load the corresponding graph matching query for each 

design pattern features 

8) For each design pattern, run features detection queries 

using Gremlin language  [34] against the Enriched Code 

Property Graphs in the Neo4j. 

9) Inspect detected features and decide if design pattern 

instance is found or not. 

10) Display results. 

Our approach enriches the Code Property Graph with a 
number of properties and relations between vertices to make 
the phase of detecting State and Strategy patterns straight 
forward. Once these relations and properties are constructed, 
the pattern detection graph matching algorithms for State and 
Strategy patterns are used to detect State and Strategy patterns 
from the Enriched Code Property Graph. 

To express the capabilities of our approach, differentiating 
between State and Strategy design patterns is selected, as they 
are identical from the structural perspective but differs from the 
behavioral and run time perspective. Our approach show that 
differentiating between these patterns is possible, while still 
using static analysis and no dynamic analysis is needed. 

The enrichments required for differentiating between State 
and Strategy Patterns are listed: 

1) Methods to Classes: C++ class methods can be defined 

outside its class, in such case Joern tool does not link between 

the class and its member method, so a link between methods 

and their classes is created. 
The steps are as follows: 

a) List all methods that their names contains symbol 

“::”. 

b) Split the method name into two parts, class name and 

method name. 

c) Search for class with the same name of first part of 

full method name. 

d) Make a link of type “IS_CLASS_OF” between the 

class and method. 

2) Inheritance: An inheritance relation between each 

super class and their subclasses (Fig. 4). 

The steps used to construct the inheritance relationship: 

 List all classes that their base class name not equals to 
“<unnamed>”. 

 For each class in the list, get the class’s base class 
name. 

 Search for a class that its name equals to child’s base 
class name. 

 Make a link of type “INHERITS” between the class and 
its base class. 

 
Fig. 4. Inheritance relation. 
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3) Abstract (Virtual) Methods: Abstract methods can have 

two types, one that has no body definition (Pure Virtual), 

second that has body definition and declared with virtual 

keyword as modifier (Fig. 5). 
The steps to mark a method declaration as virtual are as 

follows: 

a) Get list of node that are of type “Decl”  

b) Extract nodes that contain brackets, as indication that 

they are methods declaration. 

c) Extract nodes that do not have body definition. 

d) Mark extracted nodes as abstract. 

 
Fig. 5. Pure abstract method. 

The steps to mark a method with body definition as virtual 
are as follows (Fig. 6): 

a) Get list of node that are of type “Function”. 

b) Traverse to the return type of the function. 

c) If return type contains keyword “virtual”, then this 

function is marked as abstract. 

 

Fig. 6. Abstract method. 

4) Class Aggregates Class: A new relation between two 

classes are created if one aggregates the other (Fig. 7). 
The steps to construct aggregation relation between two 

classes are: 

a) Get all declaration statements for each class e.g. 

“Class A”. 

b) For each declaration statement extract class name 

from its “baseType“. 

c) Search for the class with same name extracted in 

previous step “Class B”.  

d) Create a link between that represents the aggregation 

between “Class A” and “Class B”. 

 

Fig. 7. Class aggregates class. 

5) Method Creates Class: A relation between a method 

and a class is created, if a method creates a class (Fig. 8).  
The steps to create relation between class and the method 

that creates it are: 

a) Get all method statements that contains “new” 

statement. 

b) Extract class name from the new statement. 

c) Search for a class that has the same name of step b. 

d) Create a link of type “Create” between the Method 

and the Class. 

 
Fig. 8. Method creates class. 

6) Method Overrides Method: A new relation between two 

methods, if one method overrides the other method (Fig. 9). 

a) Get list of all functions and declaration statements.  

b) Get list of classes of step “a”.  

c) Get list of classes that are super class of classes in 

step “b”. 

d) Get list of all functions and declaration statements 

that are abstract of classes in step “c”. 

e) Filter list of step “d”, which Subclass method name 

should be equals to Superclass method name of step “c”. 
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Fig. 9. Method overrides method. 

7) Method Calls Method: A relation between two methods 

are created if one method creates the other. 
The steps to construct these new relations (Fig. 10) are: 

a) Get list of all method “Caller Methods”. 

b) Get list of classes of step “a”, and keep method that 

are not related to classes e.g. main method. 

c) Get list of all statements of type “Callee” of step “a” 

“Call Sites”. 

d) Get list of nodes of types “PtrMemberAccess”, 

“MemberAccess”, or “Identifier” that are linked to step “c”. 

e) Get list of nodes that are linked to nodes of type 

“PtrMemberAccess” or “MemberAccess” of step “d” with in-

edge of type “USE”. 

f) Get list of nodes of type “Parameter”, “Decl”, or 

“IdentifierDeclStatement” and having in-edge of type “DEF” 

from step “e”. 

g) Keep nodes of type “Identifier” or “Symbol” that are 

not in step “f” but have declaration in classes of caller 

methods of step “a”. 

h) Loop lists of steps “f” & “g”. 

i) Get callee method name. 

j) Get callee class name. 

k) Get node represented by class and method names 

(Callee Method). 

l) Create a link between Caller Method and Callee 

Method (Step “h.iii”). 

m) Create a link between Call Site (Step “c”) and Callee 

Method (Step “h.iii”). 

 
Fig. 10. Method calls method. 

 

Fig. 11. State and strategy design pattern candidates. 

After enriching phase, the code graph is ready for the 
detection phase, the detection phase for State and Strategy 
design patterns is divide into two steps, first step to detect 
candidates that can be State or Strategy (Fig. 11), this step 
captures the structure of these design patterns. The second step 
is for differentiating between State and Strategy patterns. 

The steps for deciding if a candidate is a State or a Strategy 
design patterns are: 

a) Loop each candidate. 

b) Get symbols that used by Context Class to aggregate 

Base Class. 

c) Get methods that use the symbols from step (b). 

d) Check if methods from step (c) includes sub classes 

methods from pattern candidates. 

e) If step (d) is true then the candidate is a State design 

pattern. 

f) Check of methods from step (c) includes the client 

method from pattern candidates. 

g) If step (f) is true, then the candidate is a Strategy 

design pattern. 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this work, an approach is presented for detecting design 
patterns in source code, by representing the source code in 
form of a special graph named Code Property Graph  [32], 
using Joern  platform  [33]. In addition, our approach is shown 
to able to differentiate between State and Strategy design 
patterns, which are identical from structural perspective, but 
differs at run time, using advanced static analysis techniques 
without the need to use run time dynamic analysis. The code 
property graph is enriched by constructing new properties and 
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relationships between vertices of the graph, the enrichments 
done by our approach presented a number of techniques to 
transform graphs from the functions paradigm level to the level 
of object oriented paradigm, so that code graph is ready for 
object oriented analysis and design patterns detection. 

In this work, C++ code is used, because Joern platform 
currently supports C++, in our future work we will work on 
supporting Java programming language, to be able to compare 
our results with other approaches, as most design pattern 
detection benchmarks are java based  [4], [11],  [36], [37]. Our 
approach is not dependent on a specific language for 
enrichment and design pattern detection, as it depends on 
manipulating the code graph directly at run time before running 
the detection algorithms, which depends on the code graph 
also. 

In future work, a catalogue of all relationships and 
properties of design patterns will be created, to enrich the code 
graph with these relationships and properties as a step before 
pattern detection step, so a catalogue containing a one to one 
mapping between a design pattern and it graph query will be 
available. 

Design pattern can have more than one variant  [38], in our 
future work, more than one graph definition to each design 
pattern will be supported, and detection algorithm will search 
for all different variants of design patterns to increase the true 
positive rate of our detection approach. Constructing graphs 
using design pattern concepts as relationships between vertices 
will make adding new design patterns or new variants of the 
design patterns more easily and user friendly. 
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